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Trinity Lab is a blockchain software researchers and engineering team. 
Our technology and products help developers to build next-generation 
networks and applications.

Foundation

Ecosystem development
Technology perfection
Simple use
Openness to new tech horizons

Our Mission

Providing the community with the opportunity to use a hybrid approach 
to consensus that provides a high degree of network decentralization.

TRINITY IS

about 2



our voice

DIGITAL 
SOLUTIONS 
FOR DECENTRALIZED 
ERA
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Exclusion zone

Minimum size

exclusion zone and minimum size

The distance to be observed between the logo and other design elements, the 
free zone around the logo makes it easier to read it. The exclusion zone (x) 
is equal to the size of the main sign.

The given values of the minimum size must be observed in order not to lose 
readability when used in the web space and printing on media. The maximum 
size is not limited.

WEB:

PRINT:
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color guide

#232428

r-35 g-36 b-40 c-22 m-13 y-00 k-95

#0048FF

r-00 g-72 b-255 c-89 m-68 y-00 k-00

#FFFFFF

#C4C4C4

(only for the web) (only for the web)

#E5E5E5

r-255 g-255 b-255 c-00 m-00 y-00 k-00
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typography 6

Roboto has a dual nature. It has a mechanical skeleton and the forms are largely 
geometric. At the same time, the font features friendly and open curves. 

Font: Roboto

Aa

Aa ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890 =+-()!.,<>

header text

font outline: black line height: 140%

line height: 140%

line height: 150%

line height: 150%

Aa
sub header text

font outline: bold

Aa
sub header body text

font outline: medium

Aa

body text

font outline: regular

41pt.

33pt.

17pt.

12pt.



example text 7

Through the WEB APP you get access to all the features of the ENEX platform. 
This platform works with Enecuum Extension for information about funds 
and confirmation of transactions. When creating the platform, the focus 
was on end-user convenience.

ENEX WEB APP
Trade, earn, issue and raise at ENEX.SPACE with 
uncompromising security and extremely low fees!

ENEX.SPACE 
ECOSYSTEM INCLUDES

41 pt.

41 pt.

17 pt.



PATTERN





mesh gradient for background 11



It is forbidden to use non-brand colors.

unacceptable use of the logo 12

a)

Change the location of the sign.c)

It is forbidden to change the proportions 
of the logo. it is forbidden to change the 
proportions of the logo. and also use it 
in low resolution.

b)



permitted uses of the logo 12
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